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PART I – OVERVIEW AND POSITION ON QUESTIONS ON APPEAL 

1. Trial judges have not regularly applied a formal evidentiary filter to sexual ‘background 

information.’
1
 This appeal asks the Court to clarify the probative value of such evidence in the 

context of a s. 276
2
 application. The CLA submits that general evidence about the complainant 

and the defendant’s sexual relationship will often be relevant and necessary to contextualize the 

witnesses’ evidence. It helps decision-makers assess whether their accounts ring true in light of 

their shared sexual history. Excluding it will mislead the jury more than admitting it.  

2. Sometimes, relationship evidence reveals a sexual habit or preference that makes it more 

likely the participants mutually consented to a particular act. This is not a bar to admission. 

Common sense assumptions about human behaviour do not become mythological just because 

they arise in a sexual offence case. Triers of fact must interrogate their reasoning to ensure it is 

based on logic but cannot be asked to set common sense or experience aside. To do so would be 

to try sexual offences differently from other cases.  

3. The CLA takes no position on the facts. With respect to the issues on appeal, the CLA 

submits: (a) sexual relationship evidence provides context that helps the trier of fact assess 

credibility; (b) sexual relationship evidence supports logical inferences about the likelihood of 

consent; and (c) contextual sexual relationship evidence causes little prejudice. 

 

PART II – STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT 

A. Section 276 formalizes, but does not change, the relevance assessment 

4. Courts must apply the s. 276 regime consistently with the policy that imbues it: finding 

the truth and arriving at a correct verdict.
3
 Substantively, it reflects “basic principles” of 

evidence
4
 and should not generate radically different admissibility outcomes in sexual 

                                                 
1
 See e.g. R. v. A.R.C., [2002] O.J. No. 5364 (S.C.) (per Jurianz J., as he then was) [A.R.C.]. 

2
 Parliament amended s. 276 in Bill C-51: An Act to amend the Criminal Code and the 

Department of Justice Act and to make consequential amendments to another Act, SC 2018, c. 29. 

The CLA uses the former provision numbers for consistency. 

3
 R. v. Seaboyer; R. v. Gayme, [1991] 2 S.C.R. 577, at p. 620 (per McLachlin J.) [Seaboyer].  

4
 Ibid at pp. 598, 630-634. 
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prosecutions compared to other criminal cases.
5
 It achieves its policy goals primarily through 

procedural protections. 

5. In all cases, the party adducing evidence bears the burden of proving its relevance.
6
 This 

often happens informally:  

The parties instinctively sift through the mass of information available to them and bring 

forth what is relevant and material. In practice, it is inevitable that some evidence, which 

is either irrelevant or immaterial or both, will be heard, but, in many cases this evidence 

will be harmless and will not raise any concern. In other cases, the trier of fact will have 

to be instructed to disregard the inadmissible evidence.
7
  

6. The s. 276 regime replaced this imperfect assessment with a rigorous process that 

acknowledges the harm caused by the improper introduction of sexual activity evidence and the 

justice system’s historical misuse of it. The procedure eliminates the “inevitable” introduction of 

inadmissible information that occurs with an informal approach.  

B. Sexual relationship evidence helps the trier of fact assess credibility 

7.  Sexual relationship evidence tendered for context can be highly relevant. When the 

complainant says she did not consent and the defendant says she did, their sexual relationship 

will often add background information that makes their respective accounts more or less 

plausible. It does so in at least four non-mythological ways: 

8. First, it gives the trier of fact tools to assess the coherence of the complainant’s account. 

Direct evidence of non-consent must be assessed in light of all the evidence.
8
 If a complainant 

testifies that she acquiesced to sexual activity out of fear of being harmed, for example, the trier 

of fact must assess the plausibility of the alleged fear.
9
 Sexual relationship evidence can advance 

the Crown or the defence case on this issue. If the relationship was abusive, the alleged fear is 

more plausible. If it was non-violent and respectful, the alleged fear is less plausible. The fact 

that either party may rely on the evidence to support a plausibility finding shows the inference is 

                                                 
5
 R. v. Darrach, 2000 SCC 46, [2000] 2 S.C.R. 443, at paras. 39, 45 [Darrach]. 

6
 Ibid at para. 46. 

7
 R. v. B.(L.) (1997), 116 C.C.C. (3d) 481 (Ont. C.A.), at p. 492. 

8
 R. v. Ewanchuk, [1999] 1 S.C.R. 330, at paras. 29-30 (per Major J.) [Ewanchuk]; R. v. Hoohing, 

2007 ONCA 577, at para. 15. 
9
 Ewanchuk, supra, at para. 39; Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985 c. C-46, s. 265(3)(b). 
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not mythological. It is logical that a person would be more afraid of someone with a history of 

aggressive behaviour than of someone without that history.  

9. Second, sexual relationship evidence enables the defendant to effectively ‘tell his story’ 

and (in some cases) confirm it through the complainant.
10

 A story that is complete, coherent, and 

consistent with the evidence is more believable than an incomplete and uncorroborated one. The 

defendant’s ability to convince the trier of fact is “greatly diminished” if he is reduced to saying 

what he did but “can’t say why or produce any corroborating evidence.”
11

 In Termertzoglou, 

excluding sexual relationship evidence would have limited a middle-aged man to defending 

against a rape allegation by testifying only that the 17-year-old complainant was an acquaintance 

from his children’s school, that he met her at a motel one day, that he brought lambskin condoms 

because he expected sex, and they had a consensual sexual encounter. He would not have been 

able to explain that he expected sex because they had a history of sexual contact, that he thought 

the sex was consensual in part because the complainant had arranged the meeting, or that he 

brought lambskin condoms because she told him of her latex allergy.
12

 Admitting relationship 

evidence to ‘complete the story’ is consistent with the truth-seeking function of the trial and the 

principle that evidence must be given in the way that is “most favourable to eliciting the truth.”
13

 

Like narrative, relationship evidence will be relevant where the case “could not have been 

properly presented to the Court without” it.
14

 It contributes to doubt about non-consent only in 

the most indirect sense that telling a coherent and supported story makes anyone a more 

believable witness. 

10. Third, and related, relationship evidence may be necessary to prevent the jury from 

making incorrect assumptions and unwarranted judgments about the defendant’s character. A 

corollary of excluding sexual relationship evidence is that the defendant’s account of how a 

                                                 
10

 The rule in Browne v. Dunn (1893), 6 R. 67 (H.L.) requires the defendant to put his story to 

the complainant. Any independent confirmation generated by this exercise is an added benefit. 

11
 Seaboyer, supra, at p. 614. 

12
 R. v. Temertzoglou (2002), 11 C.R. (6th) 179 (Ont. S.C.), at paras. 14, 29 (per Fuerst J.) 

[Temertzoglou]; see also R. v. M.M. (1999), 29 C.R. (5th) 85 (Ont. S.C.). 
13

 R. v. Levogiannis, [1993] 2 S.C.R. 475, at p. 483; see also R. v. Nikolovski, [1996] S.C.R. 

1197, at p. 1206; R. v. G.(B.), [1999] 2 S.C.R. 475, at paras. 37-38 (per Bastarache J.). 
14

 R. v. Cassibo (1982), 70 C.C.C. (2d) 498 (Ont. C.A.), at p. 509 (per Martin J.A.); R.J. Deslisle, 

“Admitting Narrative Without Content” (2001), 43 C.R. (5th) 351. 
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sexual encounter began may seem abrupt or perfunctory. The jury may assume from the absence 

of sexual relationship evidence that no such relationship existed and judge the defendant as 

someone who sexualized a previously platonic relationship. In the context of a sexual interaction, 

an incomplete story that includes an account of the act but no explanation for how the parties 

‘got there,’ how they previously communicated consent, and why the defendant did what he did 

or held certain expectations risks painting a picture of the defendant and the complainant as 

‘sexual strangers’ and of the defendant as rude, reckless or predatory. The probative value of 

relationship evidence lies in dispelling the incorrect but plausible inference that the defendant 

was inconsiderate and opportunistic, and therefore likely to ignore his partner’s comfort. 

11.  Fourth, in cases where the alleged crime has features that could “engender a presumption 

against the defence,” relationship evidence may rebut the inference that the complainant would 

not have consented.
15

 The Court should reject any suggestion that this is a speculative concern.
16

 

Credibility assessments are not “purely intellectual”
17

 and often rely heavily on plausibility 

reasoning.
18

 The s. 276 regime is necessary because justice system actors are prone to 

assumptions about how likely a person is to consent to particular activities with a particular 

partner. Triers of fact, including judges, make assumptions – justified and unjustified – about 

how sexual behaviour works. Some relate to complainants, others to the defendant or sexual 

actors generally.
19

 Courts have admitted sexual relationship evidence where common sense 

might otherwise lead the jury to conclude that the act (e.g., bondage or anal sex)
20

 or the 

                                                 
15

 Temertzoglou, supra, at para. 29. 
16

 See, e.g., AG Ontario Leave Application, Affidavit of Howard Leibovich, at para. 9. 
17

 R. v. R.E.M., 2008 SCC 51, [2008] 3 S.C.R. 3, at paras. 48-49; see also R. v. Gagnon, 2006 

SCC 17, [2006] 1 S.C.R. 621, at para. 20 (per Bastarache and Abella JJ.); R. v. W.H., 2013 SCC 

22, [2013] 2 S.C.R. 180, at para. 39. 
18

 See e.g. the recent case of R. v. D.K., 2017 ONSC 2656, at paras. 30-31. 
19

 See e.g. R. v. Ururyar, 2017 ONSC 4428 at para. 60; R. v. J.L., 2018 ONCA 756, at paras. 46-

47; R. v. Grover (1990), 56 C.C.C. (3d) 532 (Ont. C.A.), at p. 538, rev’d on other grounds R. v. 

Grover, [1991] 3 S.C.R. 387; R. v. Levert (2001), 159 C.C.C. (3d) 71 (Ont. C.A.); R. v. Stark 

(2004), 190 C.C.C. (3d) 496 (Ont. C.A.). 
20

 See e.g. R. v. B.(B.) (2009), 64 C.R. 6th 58 (Ont. S.C.), at paras. 20-21 [B.(B.)]; R. v. C.C., 

2018 ONSC 1262, at para. 16 (fn. 1); R. v. J.S.S., 2014 BCSC 804, at paras. 35-41.   
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relationship (e.g., between age-disparate or ex-romantic partners)
21

 is improbable and the 

defendant’s account implausible. 

12. The probative value of sexual relationship evidence is significant. In consent-based cases, 

evidence of the alleged crime often comes from two competing, uncorroborated eyewitnesses. 

Contextual evidence is necessary to assess their credibility. When the complainant and the 

defendant experience their interaction through the lens of having previously had sexual contact, 

the trier of fact should have the benefit of that lens in order to fully and fairly assess their 

conduct and the inferences that can be drawn from it.
22

 Sexual relationship evidence “advances 

the inquiry”
23

 by shutting down inferences consistent with guilt that might otherwise be 

available. It helps the jury understand the bases they cannot rely on to convict.  

13. The lost value of this evidence cannot be replaced with a limiting instruction. Saying the 

evidence is irrelevant is simply wrong. More importantly, no instruction can undo the damage to 

the defendant’s credibility. His account is a key piece of circumstantial evidence: if believed, it 

can single-handedly raise a doubt.
24

 The right to be heard includes the right to tell one’s story 

effectively. If excluding the evidence makes the defendant appear unbelievable or incoherent, no 

instruction can cure the unfairness. Permitting the parties to testify about the ‘non-sexual 

component’ of the relationship would only compound the unfairness by admitting misleading 

evidence about a relationship that is different from the one that existed. 

C. The limits of mythological reasoning: Sexual relationship evidence supports 

logical inferences about the likelihood of consent  

14. The Court of Appeal found that when sexual relationship evidence is introduced to 

provide context (i.e., to “inform the jury” of the sexual relationship), its true relevance lies not in 

its contribution to the credibility assessment, but in its tendency to prove that the complainant 

“was more likely to have consented…on the occasion in question because she consented in the 

                                                 
21

 See e.g. Temertzoglou, supra, at para. 29, B.(B.), supra, at paras. 20-21.  
22

 R. v. Harris (1997), 118 C.C.C. (3d) 498 (Ont. C.A.), at para. 49 [Harris]; R. v. Goldfinch, 

2018 ABCA 240, at para. 67 (per Berger J.A., dissenting) [Goldfinch].  
23

 Seaboyer, supra, at p. 610. 
24

 R. v. L.S., 2017 ONCA 685, at paras. 37-39 (per Doherty J.A.) [L.S.]; R. v. W.(D.), [1991] 1 

S.C.R. 742. 
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past.”
25

 In some cases, the defendant’s account is more plausible because the relationship 

evidence suggests the parties acted in accordance an established sexual habit or preference. This 

is not a bar to admission. Evidence that suggests a particular sexual actor had a specific sexual 

habit or preference is logically relevant, and not categorically barred by s. 276(1). 

i) Evidence of sexual tendencies, preferences and habits is probative of consent 

15. There is no “inviolable rule on how people who are victims of trauma…will behave.”
26

 It 

does not follow, however, that a complainant’s sexual habits and preferences (as reflected in her 

relationship with the defendant) are incapable of making consent to a given act more or less 

likely. ‘Behavioural tendency’ evidence is capable of logical relevance. It is probative because, 

all things being equal, people are more likely to act consistently with established habits and 

preference than they are to depart from them.
27

 This reasoning only becomes illogical when the 

trier of fact has no basis to infer the habit or preference (evidence of sex with one partner does 

not prove a preference for sex with any partner) or where it elevates the inference to an 

irrebuttable presumption (evidence that a couple had consensual sex does not prove all their sex 

was consensual). 

16. One trial judge recently described the limits of behavioural tendency reasoning as 

follows: “Obtaining consent is not like playing a game of chance, where a particular outcome 

becomes more likely with repetition or multiple attempts.”
28

 This is true as a general proposition. 

But adding details changes the inferences that can be drawn from the past conduct. To use a non-

sexual example: few would say that the fact that a complainant regularly participated in Friday 

night ‘fight clubs’ with the defendant is irrelevant to the jury’s assessment of whether he 

consented to a punch on a Friday night at the club location. It engages the permissible inference 

that a person is more likely to engage in an act that accords with personal preference and habit 

                                                 
25

 Goldfinch, supra, at paras. 26, 32, 40, 46 (per McDonald & Strekaf JJ.A.); R. v. Barton, 2017 

ABCA 216, at para. 136.  
26

 R. v. D.D., 2000 SCC 43, [2000] 2 S.C.R. 275, at paras. 63, 65 (per Major J.). 
27

 This term is taken from S.M. Davies, "Evidence of Character to Prove Conduct: A 

Reassessment of Relevancy" (1991), 27 Crim.L.B. 504, at p. 516-17, cited with approval in R. v. 

Clarke (1998), 129 C.C.C. (3d) 1 (Ont. C.A.), at para. 26 (per Rosenberg J.A.); R. v. Pilon, 2009 

ONCA 248, 243 C.C.C. (3d) 109, at para. 33; R. v. Scopelliti (1981), 34 O.R. (2d) 524 (C.A.), at 

pp. 536-37; R. v. Watson (1996), 30 O.R. (3d) 161 (C.A.), at p. 176. 
28

 R. v. K.G., 2018 ONCJ 731, at para. 27. 
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than an act he finds distasteful. The inference is not a replacement for subjective consent, but it is 

something the jury can consider in assessing a claim of non-consent. 

17. The relevance of behavioural tendency evidence in sexual offence prosecutions is 

apparent from the role it continues to play as part of the Crown’s case. The Crown routinely 

introduces evidence of a complainant’s preferences and habits to support its proof of non-

consent
29

 including evidence that the complainant would not have consented to sexual activity 

with the defendant because he was a stranger,
30

 because one of them was in a relationship with 

someone else,
31

 because she was (or would not have been) attracted to him,
32

 or because she 

preferred sexual partners of a different race.
 33

 The complainant may testify that she did not like
34

 

or would not have consented to a particular act, because of its nature (e.g. anal intercourse
35

 or 

unprotected sex
36

). The Crown relies on this evidence because it is relevant. The fact that a 

sexual actor has a preference or habit makes it more likely as a matter of logic and experience 

that he or she acted in accordance with that preference or habit. That this reasoning applies 

equally to the defendant, the complainant, and a witness in a non-sexual prosecution, shows its 

roots are in logic, not myth.  

ii) Section 276(1) permits the introduction of sexual tendencies, preferences and habits 

18. The Court should clarify the scope and nature of the prohibited reasoning in s. 276(1).  

19. Section 276(1) prohibits logically irrelevant evidence, not evidence of a particular type. It 

must be interpreted in light of its purpose: to eliminate evidence that derives its value entirely 

from discriminatory beliefs about women’s sexuality.
37

 The qualifying phrase “by reason of the 

sexual nature of the activity” prohibits myth-based inferences but permits logical inferences, 

                                                 
29

 R. v. Garciacruz, 2015 ONCA 27, at para. 69.  
30

 R. v. Singh, 2011 BCSC 1014, at paras. 35, 37 [Singh]; R. v. Kontzamanis, 2011 BCCA 184, at 

paras. 29-31 [Kontzamanis].  
31

 R. v. Anderson, 2010 YKSC 32, at para. 129; Singh, supra, at paras. 35, 37.   
32

 R. v. J.R. (2006), 40 C.R. (6th) 97 (Ont. S.C.), at para. 38 [J.R.], aff’d 2008 ONCA 200, at 

paras. 9-11; Kontzamanis, supra, at pars. 29-31; R. v. Iverson, 2014 BCSC 2400, at para. 179. 
33

 R. v. Hummel, 2002 YKCA 6, at para. 20; J.R., supra, at para. 38. 
34

 R. v. Richer (1993), 82 C.C.C. (3d) 385 (Alta. C.A.), at pp. 404-405 (per Fraser C.J.A.). 
35

 R. v. Olotu, 2016 SKCA 84, at paras. 58-61 (per Jackson J.A.). 
36

 J.R., supra, at para. 38. 
37

 Darrach, supra, at paras. 32, 34. 
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even when they are based on propensity (e.g., ‘pattern of conduct’, which is admissible to 

support the inference that prior behaviour infers similar subsequent behaviour).
38

 The CLA 

submits that evidence will be proffered for its ‘non-sexual features’ whenever the inference to be 

drawn is not discriminatory. If the trier of fact could permissibly draw a similar inference about 

the defendant, or a witness in a non-sexual prosecution, then it is not prohibited by s. 276(1). The 

Court cannot reject the validity of ‘behavioural tendency’ reasoning in sexual cases without 

questioning its underlying logic and relevance to the criminal justice system as a whole.  

D. Contextual sexual relationship evidence causes little prejudice 

20. Sexual relationship evidence will rarely distort the search for truth. The fact that it 

enhances the plausibility of the defendant’s account is not prejudicial and is not a risk to be 

factored into the s. 276(2) assessment as long as the underlying inference is logical.  

21. The evidence is typically limited. A general description of the sexual relationship may be 

necessary to provide context; the details rarely are. The trial judge can minimize prejudice to the 

complainant and the administration of justice by limiting the questions
39

 and providing 

conditional rulings.
40

 So limited, the evidence can be given in a few minutes and the witness can 

avoid the ordeal of publicly describing details of her sexual encounters. This reduces the impact 

on her dignity and privacy and the risk that the evidence will become a time-consuming side 

issue.
41

  

22. The risk of moral reasoning prejudice is low. Sexual relationship evidence typically 

includes information about sexual contact between the defendant and the complainant, lowering 

the risk that the trier will perceive her as sexually promiscuous or less credible.
42

 Evidence that a 

couple in an intimate relationship had regular sexual intercourse, for example, is unlikely to 

improperly ‘taint’ either participant’s evidence in the eyes of the jury. The modern jury may 

assume – or at least not be surprised to learn – that even a brief intimate relationship has a sexual 

                                                 
38

 Ibid at para. 35; Seaboyer, supra, at pp. 615, 622-623.  
39

 See e.g. R. v. Blea, [2005] O.J. No. 4191 (S.C.), at para. 24; Temertzoglou, supra, at para. 33. 
40

 See e.g. Harris, supra, at paras. 37-39; R. v. D.D., 2015 ONSC 3340, at para. 19; 

Temertzoglou, supra, at paras. 34-35; R. v. A.M., 2017 NBQB 61, at paras. 42-43.   
41

 Seaboyer, supra, at pp. 609-611. 
42

 L.S., supra, at para. 65; B.(B.), supra, at para. 20.  
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component, or that adults of a certain age have a sexual history. In 2019, this kind of ‘general’ 

relationship evidence is unlikely than ever to infect the trier of fact’s common sense with sexist 

assumptions about the witness’ immorality.
43

 

23. The evidence may also be directly or ‘implicitly’ before the jury, either as part of the 

narrative,
44

 or for another s. 276-sanctioned purpose – to impeach, or to contextualize the 

defendant’s honest belief in consent.
45

 Where the sexual nature of the relationship is part of or  

“strongly indicated” by the evidentiary record, the prejudicial impact of fleshing it out to ensure 

the jury has the necessary context is minimal. Courts must consider the curative potential of the 

limiting instruction in deciding whether to admit it.
46

 

24. The limiting instruction required by s. 276.4 will minimize the prejudice that does exist. 

The suggestion that juries are ill-equipped to evaluate sexual activity evidence
47

 cannot become a 

basis for excluding evidence when Canadians trust them to do just that. The law presumes juries 

understand and follow instructions,
48

 including in sexual offence prosecutions, where off-

indictment sexual activity evidence is routinely admitted for a limited purpose.
49

 

25. Acknowledging the admissibility of sexual relationship evidence could expand the 

number of successful s. 276 applications. This is not a sign that the Court should reject the 

Appellant’s position, but a reflection of Canada’s changing legal landscape. When Darrach was 

decided, there was no appellate authority suggesting s. 276 applied to the type of relationship 

evidence at issue in this case.
50

 Sexual background information often went in without 

                                                 
43

 R. v. Brame, 2004 YKCA 13, at para. 13, quoted with approval in R. v. Thompson, 2019 

BCCA 1, at para. 55. 
44

 L.S., supra, at paras. 93-94. 
45

 Harris, supra, at paras. 42-50, and Temertzoglou, supra, at para. 29, are two cases where 

context evidence also had impeachment value. 

46
 L.S., supra, at para. 96 

47
 See R. v. S.B., 2016 NLCA 20, 377 Nfld. & P.E.I.R. 84 (per Greene J., dissenting), rev’d R. v. 

S.B., 2017 SCC 16, [2017] 1 S.C.R. 248. 
48

 R. v. Corbett, [1988] 1 S.C.R. 670, at pp. 691-692 (per Dickson C.J.).  
49

 R. v. Crosby, [1995] 2 S.C.R. 912; Seaboyer, supra, at pp. 613-614. 
50

 The Court will consider the scope of the phrase “specific instances of sexual activity” in s. 

276(2)(a) in R. v. R.V. (SCC Case File No. 38286). 



application.51 Commentators have suggested that nudity, flirtation, hand-holding, dancing and 

any other activity relied on by the defendant as the basis for his belief in consent are also 'off

indictment sexual activity' requiring a s. 276 application.52 Legislation that would apply the s. 

276 regime to "any communication made for a sexual purpose or whose content is sexual in 

nature" recently received royal assent. 53 The broader the ambit of s. 276, the less predictive value 

can be attributed to the Supreme Court's 19-year-old suggestion in Darrach that sexual activity 

evidence would "rarely" be relevant to support a finding of consent. 54 That observation "does not 

alter the meaning of "relevance" and does not assist in determining relevance in any given 

case."55 

PART III- SUBMISSIONS ON COSTS 

26. The CLA makes no submissions as to costs. 

PARTIV-ORDERSOUGHT 

27. The CLA respectfully requests an opportunity to present oral argument for such time as 

the Court sees fit. 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS ih DAY OF JANUARY, 2019. 

Megan Savard and Colleen McKeown 
Counsel to the Intervener CLA 

51 See e.g. A.R.C., supra; R. v. Van Oostrom (1993), 21 C.R. (4th) 1 (Ont. C.A.). 
52 Elaine Craig, Putting Trials on Trial: Sexual Assault and the Failure of the Legal Profession 
(Montreal: MeGill-Queen's University Press, 2018) at pp. 45, 91; Janine Benedet, "Annotation 
toR. v. Beilhartz" (2013), 6 C.R. (7th) 79. 
53 Bill C-51, An Act to amend the Criminal Code and the Department of Justice Act and to make 
consequential amendments to another Act, 1st Sess., 42nd Parl., 2018 (received royal assent 13 
December 20 18). 
54 Darrach, supra, at para. 58. 
55 L.S., supra, at para. 88 (fn. 1). 
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